Apply self-stick decals to model as shown on the box top.

First

Snap clear canopy into place. Snap hub over pin.

Then

Press propeller onto hub. Spin the propeller.

Painting

You can paint the details listed. Use only enamel or paint for plastic. Small pointed brush is best for details.

Flat Black - Tires, exhaust pipes, machine guns, propeller blades, tail wheel.

Silver - Windshield framework on canopy.

Yellow - Tips on propeller blades.

Apple Green - Goopit interior and seat, inside of landing gear doors and wheels wells.

Pilot - Flesh hands and face, brown uniform, helmet and shoes, white straps.
**FIRST**
Press wheel onto strut.
Press cover onto wheel and strut.
Push cover and strut into wing.

**THEN**
Do the same for other wheel, strut and cover.

**NEXT**
Press gas tank together.
Snap gas tank into wing.

**LAST**
Do the same for other gas tank.